Davila Thompson, FDM Java Developer at UBS

“As a developer for an investment bank, I write code for an application that certifies the trades that are executed each day on the UBS trading floors. Our application ensures that trades are executed properly with the correct product and model combinations. I write PL/SQL code and maintain our Oracle database component. On days that I am not writing code, I organise upcoming releases, sit through UBS training modules, and analyse our system’s performance. Since this is a global company, I communicate daily with teams that sit in Singapore, Bangalore, London, NY Metro Area, and in Nashville.”

You are:
- Passionate about technology and a keen follower of the industry
- A highly analytical thinker with a panache for problem solving
- A creative individual who works well in an agile, team-based environment
- An individual who understands their skills are transferable and applicable to a range of languages and technologies

To apply for this position, please send your CV to applyhk@fdmgroup.com for immediate review.